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INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the leading cause of dementia, disability and
death in the elderly. Clinically, Alzheimer’s disease can be divided into
early-onset (i.e., patients younger than 65 years) and late-onset (i.e.,
those older than 65 years). Transgenic animal models based on rare,
early-onset AD genes have been widely used, but have been not
completely successful to manifest the biological mechanism underlying
AD. This necessitated the characterization of mouse models based on
LOAD-associated genes. We characterized mouse models from a panel of
six-month-old female mice, each carrying one of the following mutations:
homozygous deletions of APOE and CLU; hemizygous deletions of BIN1
and CD2AP; and a transgenic APOE4 mice that is driven by GFAP
promotor. We have further characterized MODEL-AD homozygous mouse
models expressing humanized APOE4 risk allele; the R47H allele of the
TREM2 gene, and mouse models harboring both common and rare AD
risk variants (APOE4/TREM2R47H). A new nanoString Mouse AD panel
based on human post-mortem AD cohorts was designed to correlate key
human disease processes and pathways with mRNA from mouse brains.

METHODS
RNA-seq data were obtained from whole brain samples from a panel of
six-month-old female mice carrying mutations in LOAD associated GWAS
candidate genes and a MODEL-AD panel of 2, 6 12 months old male and
female mice carrying APOE4 and TREM2R47H AD risk variant. APOE was
humanized by replacing mouse APOE exons 2, 3 and most of exon 4,
with human APOE4 sequence including exons 2, 3, 4 and a portions of
the 3’ UTR sequence. CRISPER/Cas9 was used to introduce the R47H
point mutation and two silent mutations into the mouse TREM2 gene.
APOE4.TREM2R47H double mutant was generated by crossing the
humanized APOE4 knock in mice to TREM2R47H mice. There were 6
biological replicates for each late-onset models. All RNA-seq samples
were mapped to the mouse genome (assembly 38) using ultrafast RNA-
seq aligner STAR. Differential expressions were assessed using
Bioconductor package DESeq2. Modules of correlated genes were
identified using WGCNA and performed ANOVA tests to determine if there
is differential expression between the strains for a given eigengene.
Pathway enrichment analysis was performed using enrichKEGG function
from R-package clusterProfiler. Jaccard index was computed to find
overlap with 30 aggregated human modules from the AMP-AD RNA-seq
analysis*. We performed correlation analysis between control versus AD
log fold change (logFC) in human-derived modules and logFC in the
mouse models compared to control model using both 770 gene probes in
the nanoString Mouse AD panel and full transcriptome from RNA-seq.

ABSTRACT
New genetic and genomic resources are identifying genetic risk factors for
late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) and characterizing this common
dementia at the molecular level. However, most transgenic animal models
are based on rare, early-onset AD genes which may not reflect the full
transcriptomic signatures and complete neuropathology of LOAD. Animal
models based on LOAD-associated genes are necessary to connect
common genetic variation with LOAD transcriptomes. We performed RNA-
seq on whole brain samples from a panel of six-month-old female mice,
each carrying one of the following mutations: APOE-/-, CLU-/-,BIN+/-

and CD2AP+/- and a transgenic APOE4 mice. We have also characterized
mouse models, carrying humanized version of the common LOAD risk
allele APOE4 and the TREM2R47H, at three different ages. We compared
mouse modules with human postmortem brain modules from the
Accelerating Medicine’s Partnership for AD (AMP-AD) to determine the AD
relevance of risk genes. A new nanoString panel has been developed to
assay mouse models of AD based for quick gene expression alignment
with AMP-AD. Mouse models significantly associated with APOE, APOE4,
CLU, and TREM2 were significantly enriched in multiple AD-related
pathways, including immune response, and synaptic signaling. APOE4
and TREM2R47H mouse models overlap with functionally distinct AMP-AD
modules at different ages. We determined that different genetic
perturbations affect different molecular mechanism underlying AD. Our
approach provides a platform for further exploration into the causes and
progression of AD by assessing animal models at different ages and with
different combinations of LOAD risk variants.
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CONCLUSIONS
• We determined that different genetic perturbations affect different

molecular mechanism underlying AD, and mapped specific effects to
each risk gene.

• APOE, APOE4, and APP/PS1 driven modules overlapped with AMP-
AD inflammation and microglial modules; CLU driven modules
overlapped with synaptic modules; and APP/PS1 modules separately
overlapped with lipid-processing and metabolism modules.

• Our approach provides a platform for further exploration into the
causes and progression of AD by assessing animal models at different
ages and/or with different combinations of LOAD risk variants.

• We show that the Nanostring Mouse AD panel offers a rapid, cost-
effective and highly reproducible approach to assess disease
relevance of potential LOAD mouse models.
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